

Noun Category

(1) ? ni? ni? tii? giiisxi?
   (lighten killed the horse.)
   ( tii? dideeshtitf
   giiisxi ni giiit? dideeshtitf)

(2) shiy? ? ni? biisxi

(3) ok also! ? ni? shiy? giiisxi

(4) nits? naa? wi sii? ga? giiitcho?
   Rain ruined my crop corn.

(5) nits? shiy? naistik?e?

(6) ari shiy? nits? naistik?e?
   "Rain with my son" (6 preferred)

(7) shi? i?n? t? biisxi?
   preferred over

(8) shiy? t? biisxi?
(9) * shiye? too to shiye? yigiic hi

(10) iisi ni tsiin yyiiittaa? (I expected
(yidiyoottah) to hit me.)

(11) yoo tsiin iisi ni? biiittaa?

(12) yashkii tsiin naa?ayiyitssee
(bag chopped tree down.)

(13) ?* tsiin yashkii naa?abiitssee?

(14) mosi tsiin yaah haas'na?
(to climbed tree

(15) NOTE: tsiin mosi yaah haas'na?

(16) yashkii shi hootschiiid

(boy made we made)

(17) yashkii patteed ya hootschiiid.

(boy made well)

(18) gammed way

(19) patteed hayatii da ni ntree?

yashkii ya hootschiiid.
(20) 3t'ee'd 3aammiiii yaa naaghaago qashkii da hoochiiid.

(21) 3t'ee'd 3aammiiii yaa naaghaqii (sh' hasschiid.
   "What the girl was doing was..."
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning"
   "What the girl was doing was turning".

(22) 3t'ee'd 3aammiiii yaa naaghaqii ch'iniqeed bidishii.
   "I told the girl that was doing wrong to get out."